
King of the World Book 1 Chapter 8 Escape from the Island



TEASER ACT

FADE IN

RECAP OF THE EVENTS FROM PREVIOUS EPISODE

THRILLING ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Including May facing Monarcon again.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Last time, our heroes are facing of

against the ruler of the island,

Monarcon.

In a flashback 5 year old May washes up on the island.

NARRATOR (V.O)

In a flashback we see how our

friend May come onto this island.

5 year old May is being trained by Marsh in how to use

weapons creation magic in the middle of the jungle.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Soon she meets a man named Marsh

who is the leader of the small

village on the island, who teaches

her how to use weapons creation

magic.

13 year old May is doing her weapons creation magic training

in the middle of the jungle. Marsh is happy for May.

NARRATOR (V.O)

May then became a master of weapons

creation magic at the age of 13,

and that made Marsh very proud of

her.

In a flashback on a Migration ship 10 year old Marsh and 10

year old Monarcon are huddling each other for warmth with

sad looks on their faces, with other PEOPLE also on the

ship.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Soon we learn that Monarcon and

Marsh were brothers.

In a flashback 10 year old Marsh and Monarcon are in a

volcano, where 10 year old Monarcon is being possessed by a

red spirit.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR (V.O)

Soon we learn that Monarcon became

evil because he’s being possessed

by a red spirit.

13 year old May slowly stands up out of the crater. She

steps out of the crater and some of the villagers surrounds

her.Marsh appears out of the magma with a smile on his face.

13 year old May and Monarcon are talking to each other.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Soon we learn about the truth about

why Monarcon was possessed by the

red spirit. It turns out that the

red spirit wants people on this

island so they won’t pollute their

own planet.

Back in the present Michael uses his magic to break free

Marsh from being a stone statue, and Monarcon from being

possessed by the red spirit.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Nichael uses his magic to turn

Marsh and Monarcon back to normal.

The Red Spirit is facing, Monarcon, Marsh, Michael, May,

Yukon, Dodger, Marinette, Zeke, Lotta, Charlie and Lolo.

NARRATOR (V.O)

Now that the red spirit is free,

now it’s time for our heroes to

free everyone off of this island

before it’s too late.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. MONARCON’S VOLCANO LAIR STRANGE ISLAND

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Zoyop FLOATS in the air with it’s eyes GLOWING GREEN.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Is that the thing who has been

controlling you all of these years?

(CONTINUED)
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MONARCON

Yes...And good thing you guys came

here and free me from that evil

spirit.

ZOYOP

Now that I am free from him it’s

time for your planet to pollute

itself.

MARINETTE OHM

But why?

MICHAEL SPINE

But most importantly to ask, who

are you?

ZOYOP

My name is Zoyop a spirit from an

alien race of spirits to protect

planet’s people from themselves.

FADE TO

EXT OUTER SPACE SMALL PLANET (FLASHBACK)

THRILLING MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In a

flashback, COLORFUL SPIRITS FLY out from the small planet in

the middle of the galaxy.

ZOYOP (V.O)

I was from a planet full of

spirits, where our job is to make

sure all alien life takes care of

the home they live in.

Zoyop flies out from the planet and heads towards the east.

ZOYOP (V.O)

My job is to head towards your

world of Globeo and to make sure

you all take care of your planet.

FADE TO

EXT. GIANT FOREST OF GLOBEO FOREST VILLAGE (FLASHBACK)

In the giant forest of Globeo all of the FOREST PEOPLE are

walking through the village, some of them are selling food,

some of them are carrying baskets and fish and some kids are

playing with each other.

(CONTINUED)
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Zoyop FLIES down over the village and FLOATS above the

village. All of the villages GASP as they see Zoyop floating

in the sky.

ZOYOP (V.O)

When I first arrive on Globeo

millions of years ago, all of the

people think that I am a god.

The villagers all kneel down to Zoyop. Zoyop is pleased and

smile by the villagers worshiping him.

ZOYOP (V.O)

And I was pleased by them.

FADE TO

EXT. PLANET OF GLOBEO OUTER SPACE (FLASHBACK)

In outer space the giant continent of Globeo BREAKS into

pieces and SPREAD out through out of the planet, creating

different countries and islands.

ZOYOP (V.O)

Through out my life on Globeo the

single continent of Globeo divided

into multiple countries, islands

and continents, making people

living on the places becoming their

own independent nations.

FADE TO

EXT. GLOBEO UNITED COUNTRIES OF THE NORTH (MANY YEARS LATER)

(FLASHBACK)

Many years later in the United Countries of the North, Zoyop

FLIES above the skies over the United Countries of the North

with an upset look on his face.

SMOKE and POLLUTION are coming from factories, and cars all

over on the land.

ZOYOP (V.O)

Many years later, I see that you

use your magic to make your planet

evolve. And some of your kinda are

polluting your own planet.

FADE TO
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EXT. GLOBEO SOUTHERNIGHT (MANY YEARS AGO) (FLASHBACK)

Zoyop sees that there is a lot of POLLUTION in Southernight

also.

ZOYOP (V.O)

And it wasn’t happening in the

United Countries of the North, it

was happening all over Globeo. From

Southernight.

Zoyop FLIES away from Southernight and FLIES towards to the

east of Globeo.

FADE TO

EXT. GLOBEO GIGANTICO (MANY YEARS AGO) (FLASHBACK)

The mountains and forest of Gigantico are all covered with

pollution, and SMOG. People are starting to COUGH from the

pollution.

Zoyop comes out from the smog and looks down at the poor

people on the ground.

ZOYOP (V.O)

All the way to Gigantico.

FADE TO

EXT. GLOBEO CONTINENT OF WITCHES (MANY YEARS AGO)

(FLASHBACK)

Zoyop FLIES through the skies over the Continent of Witches

and see it’s the most polluted place in Globeo.

ZOYOP (V.O)

The most polluted place in Globeo

is thw Continent of Witches.And

it’s ruler is the worse leader in

all of Globeo. With all of this I

see, you don’t deserve to live on

this planet.

FADE TO
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EXT. DESERTED ISLAND (FLASHBACK)

Zoyop FLOATS down on a deserted island. Zoyop smiles evilly

with his evil plan in his mind.

ZOYOP (V.O)

Knowing about my planet’s race’s

oath to not to harm of hurt any

other planet’s species, so I

decided on the next best thing.

Trap people on a deserted island.

Zoyop’s eyes SHINE RED, and RED ENERGY BLAST out of his

body.

CUT TO

EXT. OPEN OCEANS OF GLOBEO (FLASHBACK)

On the open oceans of Globeo, the Red Energy pulls dozens of

ships and drag them to the deserted island.

ZOYOP (V.O)

By trapping all of your Globeoians

on this island...

FADE TO

EXT. DESERTED ISLAND

All of the ships are washed up on the deserted island. A

large crowd of people are on the beach of the deserted

island with sad looks on their faces.

ZOYOP (V.O) (COND’T)

...You won’t hurt your own planet

ever again.

DISOLVE TO

BACK TO PRESENT

ZOYOP

Through out my years on this

island, I knew that people won’t

pay attention to me, since that day

Marsh and Monarcon set foot on this

island, I knew that I need 1 of

them to be a host for me.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOPPY HUGE

So that’s why you took control of

Monarcon for all of that time.

MONARCON

I feel a shamed and humiliated.

MARSH

You shall pay for this Zoyop.

DODGER LONE

(serious)

When we free all of these people,

they won’t set foot on this island

ever again.

ZOYOP

We will see about that.

Zoyop BLASTS a WAVE of ENERGY out of his body in the lair,

causing the lair to SHAKE and DEBRIS to fall from the

ceiling.

Michael, Marrinette, Yukon, May, Zeke, Lotta, Dodger,

Monarcon and Marsh have shocked looks on their faces while

the lair shakes. Charlie has an excited look on his face

while Lolo has a bored look on his face.

A GIANT PIECE of ROCK falls from the ceiling right towards

Lotta and Zeke. Lolo GROWS his hands to GIANT SIZE and

catches the giant piece of rock. Zeke and Lotta are happy

LOLO

Don’t just stand there...Let’s get

out of here!!!

CUT TO

EXT. VOLCANO LAIR STRANGE ISLAND FRONT ENTRANCE

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. They all

run out of the volcano lair. The falling debris in the lair

entrance COLLAPSE and block the entrance.

CHARLIE CHALLENGER

Wow that was a good challenge.

LOTTA BUTTERSTICK

That wasn’t a challenge, that was

danger, and we are lucky to get out

of there a live.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

At least Zoyop won’t get out.

Suddenly Zoyop PHASES through the blocked entrance and

FLOATS above Michael and the others.

YUKON STARLIGHT

(to Nichael)

He’s a spirit you idiot. He can go

through walls.

MICHAEL SPINE

Well I know about that now!!!

ZOYOP

You cannot escape from this island.

DODGER LONE

We will do whatever it takes to

escape from this island.

ZOYOP

We will see about that.

Zoyop SPRAYS RED ENERGY out of his body and all down onto

the ground. SKELETON SOLDIERS BREAK out of the ground and

welding swords and shields in their arms.

CHARLIE CHALLENGER

Sweet skeleton soldiers. This will

be a great challenge.

LOLO

This is going to be easy for me.

All of the skeleton soldiers charge at Michael and friends.

Lolo GROWS his hands to GIANT SIZE and does a BIG CLAP. The

skeletons soldiers are blown away by the big clap.

Suddenly more skeleton soldiers charge at them. Yukon rubs

his hands together and his hands SHINE ORANGE.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Clay Make Magic Bull Stampede!!!

Yukon throws the dirt to the ground and a stampede of CLAY

BULLS CHARGE towards the skeleton soldiers. The soldiers

get trampled by the bulls clearing a path for Nichael and

friends.

YUKON STARLIGHT

That should take care of them. Now

let’s get to the village before

it’s too late.

(CONTINUED)
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Michael, and friends, Marsh and Monarcon run back to the

village. Zoyop watches them as they run back to the village.

ZOYOP (V.O)

Don’t be so sure about that.

CUT TO

EXT. SMALL VILLAGE STRANGE ISLAND CLOUDY

THRILLING HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at

the village all of the villagers SCREAM in horror as

hundreds of skeleton soldiers are destroying the village.

Skinny Guy picks up a barrel and throws it at the incoming

skeleton soldiers hitting them and SMASHES them into pieces.

Munchy, Cocon, and Fank and hiding behind some barrels.

Fully leaps out from behind the barrel that he is hiding

behind and FIRES LASERS out of his fingers at the incoming

skeleton soldiers hitting them and causing them to

EXPLODE. Fank smiles for his son for destroying the

skeleton soldiers.

Suddenly several more skeleton soldiers charge right towards

them. Zoppy ZOOMS into the village and tackles the skeleton

soldiers to the ground.

Michael, Marinette, Yukon, May, Dodger, Lotta, Andrea, Lolo,

Charile, Marsh and Monarcon run into the village. They run

over to Lee Dar and the others.

FRANK BLASTER

Thank goodness that you kids are

alright.

MUNCHY MON

Yes, what was happening up at the

volcano.

ANDREA NOOKS

A man being possessed by an alien

spirit from another planet, that’s

all.

MAY RIDER

Zoyop is the 1 who had done this.

Now he is freed from Monarcon’s

body, and now he is going to

possess the whole island if we

don’t get everyone off of this

island.

(CONTINUED)
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LEE DAR

Really? Well that’s very scary.

MARSH

We better get everyone off of this

island now before something else

happens.

Suddenly the island starts to SHAKE. EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN

THE BACKGROUND. The Golden Griffins and Questful Quails all

look worried and scared.

COCO SMORE

What’s happening?

MS. DAISY BLOOMY

The island...It’s shaking.

YUKON STARLIGHT

He’s possessing the entire island.

The ground TURNS RED, and suddenly Zoyop PHASES upward out

of the ground.

ZOYOP

I will prevent all of you from

leaving this island. Even if it

takes...EXTREME MEASURES!!!

Michael, and the others all looked worried.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

THRILLING ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Nichael and the others all look worried. Suddenly the red

ground BREAKS APART and the PIECES OF THE GROUND FORM into

GOLEMS.

Dodger FIRE LIGHT LASERS out of his wand at the golems and

causing them to EXPLODE. Nichael swings his club at an

incoming golem hitting it and causing it to FLY into the

air. Nichael SLAMS his club onto the ground causing it to

SHAKE.

MICHAEL SPINE

SHAKE-A QUACK-A!!!

(CONTINUED)
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The ground SHAKES and CRACKS UP. The ground BREAKS OPEN and

the golems fall into the cracks.

LOTTTA BUTTERSTICK

I don’t want to stay here forever.

MUNCHY MON

Neither do I. Let’s get off of this

island.

MAY RIDER

Yukon, Lolo you get all of the

people out of the village and to

the beach. We will take care of

this situation.

LOLO

I am not taking orders from a girl.

FRANK BLASTER

Let’s just do what she told us to

do.

LOLO

Fine.

Yukon, Lolo, Charlie, Zeke, Lotta, Andrea, and all of the

others run towards the beach.

ZOYOP (V.O)

You are not going anywhere!!!

Suddenly a GIANT RED HAND APPEARS out of the ground and

blocks their way to the beach.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Clay make giant hand!!!

Yukon’s hands GLOW BROWN AURA and he SLAPS them onto the

ground. Yukon uses his CLAY MAKING MAGIC to make a GIANT

HAND to APPEAR out of the ground.

The 2 giant hands punch each other and then start to arm

wrestle. The Questful Quails, the Golden Griffins and the

villagers run pass them and head towards the beach.

Michael TWIRLS his club and leaps into the air.

MICHAEL SPINE

Anvil Rain!!!

Michael FIRES anvils out of his club right at the golems.

The Golems get hit by the anvils and SHATTER into pieces by

the anvils.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

Sparkle Sparks!!!

Dodger FIRES STARS out of his wand, and the stars FLOAT into

the air. The stars FLOAT around the golems and they FIRE

LASERS at the golems, hitting them and causing them to

EXPLODE.

May uses her WEAPONS CREATION MAGIC to make speed sword to

appear in her hands. She welds it and goes at SONIC SPEED

and RAPIDLY SLICES the golems into pieces. MayMay leaps into

the air and throws a kick at a golem hitting it in the head

and knocking it to the ground.

May leaps off of the golem and TRANSFORMS her speed sword

into the Masher Blaster. She FIRES bricks out of the Masher

Blaster hitting the golems and SHATTERING them into pieces.

CUT TO

EXT. BEACHES OF STRANGE ISLAND

Yukon, Lolo, Charlie, Zeke, Lotta, Andrea and the others

arrive to the beach of the strange island, where all of the

ships are still washed up on shore.

COOKIE

I am scared of what’s going to

happen next.

MS. DAISY BLOOMY

Don’t worry, we will be on the

Water Quail and head back onto the

water in no time.

SKINNY GUY

Now allow me to push our boats back

into the water.

Skinny Guy runs up to the Water Quail and push it against

it. Skinny Guy pushes the Water Quail right into the water,

causing it to SPLASH in the process.

ARROW COMPASS

Way a go Skinny.

ANDREA NOOKS

Don’t forget about our ship too.

Skinny Guy pushes the Golden Griffins’ ship into the water.

Yukon’s hands GLOW BROWN and SLAPS his hands onto the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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YUKON STARLIGHT

Clay Make Stairs !!!

Yukon uses his CLAY MAKE MAGIC to CREATE STAIRCASES to the

Water Quail and the Golden Griffin’s ship. Suddenly they

MELT due to the water. Yukon looks embarrass.

ANDREA NOOKS

How about using a staircase that

isn’t made out of clay.

YUKON STARLIGHT

I suppose you do better then me.

ANDREA NOOKS

Totally.

(wiggling her fingers)

Gold Magic staircase!!!

Andrea FLASHES GOLDEN LASERS out of her fingers and CREATE

GOLDEN STAIRCASES for the Water Quail and the Golden

Griffin’s ship.

FRANK BLASTER

That’s better.

ARROW COMPASS

What are you guys waiting for let’s

get off of this island.

Suddenly the palm trees GLOW RED and they TRANSFORM into

GIANT SNAKES. They HISS and charge right at them. Francesco

FIRES LASERS out of his hands at he incoming giant snakes.

The snakes get hit by the laser fire and coconuts fall down

from their chins.

The coconuts roll over to Munchy.Munchy picks 1 coconut up

from the ground.

MUNCHY MON

Hey. These will make perfect bowls

for my Coconut Fruit Salad.

FRANK BLASTER

I think that’s not the best time

for that. Let’s get on board and

get off of this island!!!

The Questful Quails, the Golden Griffins and the villagers

all go onto their ships, with half of the villagers going

onto the Water Quail and the others on the Golden Griffins’

ship.

(CONTINUED)
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Francesco walks backwards while FIRING LASERS at the giant

snakes. The Giant Snakes HISS in pain from the impact of the

laser fire. Suddenly Francesco trips backwards and falls

onto the ground. Frank slides down and helps Francesco up

off of the ground.

The Giant Snakes surrounds them. Francesco and Frank look

worried.

YUKON STARLIGHT (O.S)

Clay Make Falcons!!!

Some of the sand on the beach FLOATS in the air and FORM

into CLAY FALCONS. The Clay Falcons SCREAM and pick up the

giant snakes and fly them into the air.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Hurry get on the ship.

FRANK BLASTER

But what about Nichael and the

others?

Yukon has a surprise look on his face.

YUKON STARLIGHT

You’re right.

CUT TO

EXT. SMALL VILLAGE STRANGE ISLAND CLOUDY

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back in the small

village Nichael, Dodger and MayMay are still fighting off

the golems.

Nichael gets hit by a golem’s fist causing him to GRUNT and

falls onto the ground.

MICHAEL SPINE

Payback Timer!!!

Michael points his wand club at the golem causing a PURPLE

LIGHT to APPEAR out of the tip of it. PURPLE LIGHT APPEARS

on the golem and it LAUNCHES through the air and CRASHES

onto the ground.

Dodger leaps over the golems, and TAPPING his wand on top of

them. SHINING WHITE DOTS APPEAR on the heads of the golems.

Dodger lands on the ground, and puts his wand in his pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

Light-a-dot Explosion!!!

All of the golems EXPLODE into pieces. Dodger SNAPS his

fingers and the pieces of the golems LIGHT up.

DODGER LONE

Light piercing impactors!!!

All of the pieces hit the other golems, and causing them to

EXPLODE.

MICHAEL SPINE

That’s nothing Dodger. Check this

out.

Michael raises his want club in the air.

MICHAEL SPINE

Wand to Mecha!!!

A FLASH OF LIGHT APPEARS out of Michael’s wand club. The

flash of light FADES away and a Robot suit appears, with

Nichael piloting the suit.

He FIRES ENERGY BEAMS from the suit at the golems, hitting

them and causing them to EXPLODE. Suddenly a golem tackles

him, but Michael pushes it off of him. May throws pebbles

into the air, and uses her WEAPONS CREATION MAGIC to

TRANSFORM them into FLOATING DAGGERS.

MAY RIDER

Dagger dust!!!

She throws them at the incoming golems, and pinning them

onto the golems.

MAY RIDER

This isn’t a good time for show

boating. We need to fight all of

the golems as we can so we can get

off of this island.

YUKON STARLIGHT (O.S)

Clay Make Sharks!!!

Suddenly GIANT CLAY SHARKS APPEAR out of the ground and

devour the golems with 1 bite. Yukon runs up to them.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Those were all of the people. Now

it’s time for us to get going.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOYOP (V.O)

You’re never going to escape!!!

Suddenly the ground GLOWS RED again. A GIANT RED ARM APPEARS

out of the ground. The giant red arm throws itself down

towards, Michael, Dodger, May and Yukon.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Clay Make giant shield!!!

Yukon uses the dirt from the ground to CREATE a GIANT SHIELD

to block the attack.

MICHAEL SPINE

We are escaping today!!!

TRANSPORTIUM TO THE WATER QUAIL!!!

Michael, Yukon, Dodger and May TELEPORT out of the village.

Zoyop APPEARS out of the ground with an angry look on his

face.

ZOYOP

I have no choice...But to crush you

all!!!

The ground starts to SHAKE, and some of the pieces of the

ground BREAKS APART and FLOATS into the air.

CUT TO

EXT. WATER QUAIL TOP DECK

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Michael,

Dodger, Yukon and May APPEAR on the top deck of the Water

Quail.

LEE DAR

About time you guys get back on

board.

MARINETTE OHM

Now let’s set sail.

ZOYOP (V.O)

I told you...You will never leave

this island!!!

Suddenly the island SHAKES and raises into the air. Everyone

on the ships are scared and amazed by the site of the

island.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

What’s going on?

FRANK BLASTER

The island...is coming to life.

FRANCESCO BUSTER

I don’t like this at all.

MARINETTE OHM

Zoyop is doing all of this.

The Island TRANSFORMS into a giant ISLAND MONSTER. The

Island monster ROARS and sand comes out from it’s mouth

BLOWING onto the ships’ decks.

ZOYOP

I told you humans...YOU SHALL NEVER

LEAVE THIS ISLAND!!!!

MICHAEL SPINE

Listen up here you giant spirit

island creep thing. Humans care

about Globeo, and other humans on

other planets care about their own

planet.

DODGER LONE

Yes. If humanity put their

differences aside we can work

together to make a better planet,

and a better future.

MARINETTE OHM

If people face facts instead of

ignoring the impact of the planet,

we can save our planets or wreck

them. We can save our world or

destroy them.

MICHAEL SPINE

And now humanity is going to work

together to destroy you!!!

ZOYOP

So be it. My race refuse to

interfere with races from all

worlds. But I shall break that code

to destroy you!!!

Zoyop raises his hand into the air and throws it down

towards the 2 ships.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREA NOOKS

Gold Magic Giant Shield!!!

Andrea’s hands GLOW YELLOW and a GIANT GOLDEN SHIELD APPEARS

out of the water. Zoyop’s punch hits the shield causing it

to DING.

Skinny Guy leaps off of the Water Quail. His body GLOWS RED

causing him to INCREASE his strength. Skinny Guy leaps into

the air and pushes the golden shield to Zoyop. Zoyop gets

hit by the shield and stumble backwards.

Zoyop FIRES LAVA out of the volcano on his head at the

ships.

YUKON STARLIGHT

Clay Make Catapult!!!

Yukon uses his CLAY MAKING MAGIC to make a CATAPULT to

APPEAR. The lava hits the catapult and LAUNCHES back at

Zoyop. He gets hit by his own lava and he ROARS in pain.

ZOYOP

Curses!!!

Marinette opens her spellbook and it GLOWS with YELLOW

LIGHT.

MARINETTE OHM

Light Fighters!!!

Marinette FIRES LIGHT BEAMS out of her wand right at Zoyop.

Zoyop gets hit by the light beams and stumble backwards from

the blast.

ZOYOP

Is that all you got?

ARROW COMPASS

Try to sink this living island.

YUKON STARLIGHT

That’s what we are doing. Clay Make

Missiles!!!

Yukon uses his CLAY MAKE MAGIC to make MISSILES to APPEAR

and LAUNCH them at Zoyop. Zoyop dodges the missiles and

FIRES LAVA out of mouth.

DODGER LONE

Light sword Tsunami!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Dodger waves his wand in the air and a GIANT WAVE OF LIGHT

GLOWING SWORDS come down onto Zoyop’s lava, causing both of

them to CLASH and EXPLODE on impact.

DODGER LONE

Light Clash!!!

Dodger’s fist SHINES WITH WHITE LIGHT and leaps into the air

and throws a punch at Zoyop. Zoyop punches Dodger causing

him to CRASH through the deck of the Golden Griffin’s ship.

LOTTA BUTTERSTICK

Are you OK?

Dodger GRUNTS as he slowly stands up from the deck.

DODGER LONE

I’m good.

LOLO

Time to even the odds.

Lolo leaps off of the Water Quail and GROWS into the same

size as Zoyop’s island golem form.

MICHAEL SPINE

Hey let me help you out taking this

freak out.

MAY RIDER

Me too.

May uses her weapons creation magic to MAGICALLY CREATE a

GIANT SWORD for Lolo. Lolo grabs the sword and welds it in

front of him.

LOLO

Thanks May. Now it’s time to cut

this punk down to size.

Lolo raises his down into the air and swings it down onto

Zoyop. Zoyop FIRES LAVA out of his volcano at the sword,

causing the giant sword to MELT.

Lolo drops the giant sword into the ocean.

LOLO

Time for plan B.

Lolo GROWS his fist BIGGER and throws a punch onto Zoyop,

hitting him in the face. Lolo grabs Zoyop and raises him

into the air.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL SPINE

HEY LOLO. Allow me to finish this.

LOLO

No way Michael, I got a hold onto

this jerk.

Lolo throws Zoyop into the ocean causing him to make a GIANT

SPLASH and makes GIANT WAVES to APPEAR causing the 2 ships

to shake from the waves.

MICHAEL SPINE

HEY WATCH WHERE YOU ARE THROWING

THAT FREAK LOLO!!!

MARINETTE OHM

How about it’s time for you to

finish this.

Michael raise his wand club into the air and the end of it

GLOWS with YELLOW LIGHT.

MICHAEL SPINE

END GAME OBLITERATION!!!!

Nichael FIRES 100s of ENERGY BEAMS at Zoyop. Lolo SHRINKS

down and lands back onto the Water Quail. Zoyop gets hit by

the energy beams and is completely DESTROYED.

ZOYOP

Curses!!! I WILL GET YOU NEXT

TIME...YOU HEAR ME...NEXT TIME!!!

Zoyop then DISAPPEARS from the energy beams. Michael and the

others are glad that Zoyop is destroyed.

FADE TO

EXT. NOBLETON DOCKS SUNSET LATER

HAPPY MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later at the

Nobleton Docks, the Water Quail and the Golden Griffin’s

ships are docked while all of the people who are from the

island get off of the ships.

MARSH

(smiles)

Thanks you for everything. I guess

my student has now became a master.

(CONTINUED)
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MAY RIDER

Looks like it.

MONARCON

And with your friends’ help. You

helped me get rid of that terrible

spirit who has been possessing me.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

All thanks to the future king of

the world.

DODGER LONE

Don’t get your hopes up on that

Nichael.

Marsh and Monarcon both GIGGLE at Nichael and Dodger.

MONARCON

Well then good luck with both of

you. Searching for the crown.

MARSH

(smiles)

1 of your will be the next king of

the world. Now we are back on the

main land me and my brother have

some catching up to do.

FADE TO

EXT. NOBLETON DOCKS OPEN WATERS SUNSET

Later the Water Quail and the Golden Griffin’s ship sail

away from the docks, while Marsh and Monarcon and the other

people wave goodbye to them.

Michael, Marinette and the other Questful Quails, Dodger and

the Golden Griffins wave goodbye to Marsh and Monarcon and

the other people on the docks.

NARRATOR (V.O)

After an epic escape from a

destructive monster, Nichael and

his friends continue their journey

to find the crown to the king of

the world. So stay tuned as the

adventure continues.

The 2 ships sail into the sunset.

FADE TO BLACK


